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Abstract� In this paper the full prime factorization of the ninth Fermat number F�������� is exhibited� It is

the product of three prime factors that have �� 	� and �� decimal digits� The latter two factors were found by

means of the number 
eld sieve� which is a factoring algorithm that depends on arithmetic in an algebraic number


eld� In the present case� the number 
eld Q�
�
p
�� was used� The calculations were done on approximately ���

workstations scattered around the world� and in one of the 
nal stages a supercomputer was used� The entire

factorization was accomplished in four months�
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�� Introduction�

For a non�negative integer k� the kth Fermat number Fk is de�ned by Fk � ��
k

� �� The

ninth Fermat number F� � ��� � � has ��� decimal digits	

F� � �
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It is the product of three prime numbers	

F� � p� � p	� � p���

where p�� p	�� p�� have � ��� �� decimal digits� respectively	
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In binary� p�� p	�� p�� have ��� ��
� 
�� digits� respectively	
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The binary representation of F� itself consists of ��� zeroes surrounded by � ones�

In this paper we explain how the above factorization was found� and why�

Fermat numbers were �rst considered in ���� by the French mathematician Pierre de

Fermat ������������ whose interest in the problem of factoring integers of the form �m��
arose from their connection with �perfect�� �amicable� and �submultiple� numbers �
� 
��

Chap� II� x IV�� He remarked that a number of the form �m���m � Z��� can only be prime

ifm is a power of �� in which case �m�� is a Fermat number� such primes are called Fermat

primes� Fermat repeatedly expressed his strong belief that� conversely� all Fermat numbers

are prime� Apparently� this belief was based on his observation that each prime divisor p

of Fk must satisfy a strong condition� namely p � � mod �k��� In present day language�

one would formulate his proof of this by saying that if ��
k � �� mod p� then �� mod p�

has multiplicative order �k��� and so �k�� divides p��� by Fermat�s own �little� theorem�
which also dates from ����� It is not clear whether Fermat was aware of the stronger

condition p � � mod �k�� for prime divisors p of Fk� k � �� It is most easily proved by
replacing� in the above argument� �� mod p� by its square root �����

k�� � ��k�� mod p� or

�



by �Fk�� mod p�� which have order �k��� Incidentally� from the binary representations of

the prime factors of F� we see that

ord��p� � �� � ��� ord��p	� � �� � ��� ord��p�� � �� � ���

where ord� counts the number of factors ��

The �rst �ve Fermat numbers F� � 
� F� � �� F� � �� F� � ��� F	 � ���
 are

indeed prime� but to this day these remain the only known Fermat primes� Nowadays it

is considered more likely� on loose probabilistic grounds� that there are only �nitely many

Fermat primes� It may well be that F�� F�� F�� F�� F	 are the only ones� Similarly� one may

speculate that all Fermat numbers are squarefree� with perhaps �nitely many exceptions�

As for F� Fermat knew that any prime divisor of F must be among ��
� ���� ��

���� ��� � � � � which is the sequence of primes that are � mod ��� with F� � �� omitted

�distinct Fermat numbers are clearly relatively prime�� Thus it is di�cult to understand

how he missed the factor ���� which is only the fourth one to try� among those that are

� mod ��� it is the �rst� One is led to believe that Fermat did not seriously attempt to

verify his conjecture numerically� or that he made a computational error if he did� The

factor ��� of F was found by Euler in �
�� thereby refuting Fermat�s conjecture ��
��

The cofactor F���� � ����� is also prime�

Gauss showed in ���� that Fermat primes are of importance in elementary geometry	

a regular n�gon can be constructed by ruler and compasses if and only if n is the product

of a power of � and a set of distinct Fermat primes �����

Since the second half of the nineteenth century� many mathematicians have been

intrigued by the problem of �nding prime factors of Fermat numbers and� more generally�

numbers of the form �m � �� Somewhat later� this interest was extended to the larger
class of �Cunningham numbers� bm � � �with b small and m large� ���� �� The best

factoring algorithms that were available were usually applied to these numbers� so that

the progress that was made in the general area of factoring large integers was re�ected

in the factorization of Fermat and Cunningham numbers� It must be kept in mind that

each Fermat number has only half as many digits as the next one �rounded upwards�� so

that the e�ort required for the complete prime factorization of a Fermat number may be






expected to be substantially larger than for the preceding one� in several cases it could only

be accomplished by means of a newly invented method� In ����� Landry and Le Lasseur

found the prime factorization of F�� using a never�published method ���� ��� Chap� XV� p�


� ���� In ���� Morrison and Brillhart factored F� with the continued fraction method

����� Brent and the fourth author factored F� in ���� by means of a modi�ed version of

Pollard�s rho method ���� In ����� Brent used the elliptic curve method to factor F�� �see

��� ���� Finally� F� was factored in ���� by means of the number �eld sieve�

Unlike previous methods� the number �eld sieve is far more e�ective on Fermat and

Cunningham numbers than on general numbers� Factoring arbitrary numbers of the order

of magnitude of F� with the number �eld sieve� or with any other known method� currently

requires substantially more time and �nancial resources than were spent on F�� factoring

arbitrary numbers of the order of magnitude of ���F� is not yet practically feasible� Due

to this development� Fermat and Cunningham numbers are losing their value as a yardstick

to measure progress in factoring� One wonders which class of numbers will take their place�

It is hard to choose good numbers to test factoring algorithms� They should be de�ned

a priori� to avoid the impression that the factored numbers were generated by multiplying

known factors� They should be easy to compute� They should not have known arithmetic

properties that might be exploited by a special factorization algorithm� For any size range�

there should be enough test numbers so that one does not quickly run out� but few enough

to spark competition for them� They should have some mathematical signi�cance� so that

factoring them is a respectable activity� The last condition is perhaps a controversial

one� but do we want to factor numbers that are obtained from a pseudo�random number

generator� or from the digits of � �see ��� 
���� The values of the partition function ��� meet

the above conditions reasonably well� We o�er them to future factorers as test numbers�

Nonetheless� factoring Fermat numbers remains di�cult and challenging� and it is likely

to exercise a special fascination for a long time to come�

In addition to the more�or�less general methods mentioned above� a very special

method has been used to search for factors of Fermat numbers� It proceeds not by �xing

k and searching for numbers p dividing Fk� but by �xing p and searching for numbers

k with Fk � � mod p� To do this� one �rst chooses a number p � u � �l � �� with u

�



odd and l relatively large� that is free of small prime factors� this can be done by �xing

one of u� l and sieving over the other� Next one determines� by repeated squarings �mod

p�� the residue classes ��
k

mod p� k � �� 
� � � � � If no value k � l � � is found with
��

k � �� mod p� then p does not divide any Fk� k � �� and p is discarded� If a value of
k is found with ��

k � �� mod p which one expects� loosely� to happen with probability
��u� if p is prime then p is a factor of Fk� The primality of p is then usually automatic

from knowledge that one may have about smaller prime factors of Fk or� if p is su�ciently

small� from the fact that all its divisors must be � mod �k��� Many factors of Fermat

numbers have been found this way� In ���
� A�E� Western ���� found the prime factor

p� � �����

 � 
 � ��� � � of F�� In ����� Keller found the prime factor � � ���	�� � � of
F��	��� the latter number is the largest Fermat number known to be composite�

If no factor of Fk can be found� one can apply a primality test that is essentially due

to Pepin ����	 for k � �� the number Fk is prime if and only if 
�Fk����� � �� mod Fk�
This congruence can be checked in time O��log Fk���� One should not view Pepin�s test

as a polynomial time algorithm� however� since k is the input� the time that it takes is

doubly exponential� and indeed the test has only been applied for a very limited collection

of values of k� If Fk has known factors� one can investigate the factors using primality

tests for general numbers� Thus� Brillhart ���� p� ���� found in ��� that the number

F�������

� which has ��� decimal digits� is composite� In ���� Brent and Morain found

that F�� divided by the product of four relatively small prime factors is a prime number

of ��� decimal digits� thereby completing the prime factorization of F���

The many results that have been obtained by the above methods� as well as bib�

liographic information� can be found in ���� Chap� XV� ��� � 

� ��� For up�to�date

information one should consult the current issues of Mathematics of Computation� as well

as the updates to �� that are regularly published by S� S� Wagsta�� Jr� �Department of

Computer Science� Purdue University�� We give a brief summary of the present state of

a�airs�

The complete prime factorization of Fk is known for k � �� for k � ��� and for no
other k� One or more prime factors of Fk are known for all k � 
� except k � ��� ��� ���
��� ��� 
�� as well as for � larger values of k� the largest being k � �
��� For k � ��� ���

�



�
� ��� ��� �� �� the cofactor is known to be composite� No non�trivial factor is known of

F�	 or F��� but it is known that these numbers are composite� For k � ��� ��� ��� 
� and

all except � values of k � 
� it is unknown whether Fk is prime or composite�

The smallest Fermat number that has not been completely factored is F��� Its known

prime factors are

���
� � ��� � � � �� �����

���
 � ��	 � � � ��� �
�����

The cofactor has ��� decimal digits� Unless it has a relatively small factor� it is not likely

to be factored soon�

The factorization of Fermat numbers is of possible interest in the theory of �nite �elds�

Let m be a non�negative integer� and let the �eld K be obtained bym successive quadratic

extensions of the �eld F� � Z��Z� so that !K � ��
m

� an elegant explicit description of

K was given by Conway ��� Chap� �� and another by Wiedemann �
��� It is not di�cult

to prove that there is an isomorphism

K� ��
m��M

k��

Z�FkZ

of abelian groups� whereK� denotes the multiplicative group ofK� Therefore knowledge of

the prime factors of Fermat numbers is useful if one wishes to determine the multiplicative

order of a given element of K� or if one searches for a primitive root of K�

Some notation	 Q is the �eld of rational numbers� Fp� for a prime number p� is the

�eld Z�pZ� and R� is the group of units of a ring R with ��

�



�� Factoring integers�

In this section n is an odd integer greater than �� It should be thought of as an integer

that we want to factor into primes�

Many factoring algorithms depend on the elementary fact that the subgroup

fx � Z�nZ 	 x� � �g

of �Z�nZ�� has� as a vector space over F�� dimension equal to the number of distinct

prime factors of n� Hence� if n is not a power of a prime number� then there is an element

x � Z�nZ� x �� ��� such that x� � �� Moreover� explicit knowledge of such an element x�
say x � �y mod n�� leads to a non�trivial factorization of n� Namely� from y� � � mod n�
y �� �� mod n� it follows that n divides the product of y � � and y � � without dividing
the factors� so that gcd�y � �� n� and gcd�y � �� n� are non�trivial divisors of n� They are
in fact complementary divisors� so that only one of the gcd�s needs to be calculated� this

can be done with Euclid�s algorithm� We conclude that� to factor n� it su�ces to �nd

x � Z�nZ with x� � �� x �� ���
This procedure will fail if n is a prime power� so it is wise to �rst make sure that this

is not the case� One can do this by �rst subjecting n to a primality test� as in ���� section

��� If n is prime� the factorization is �nished� Suppose that n is not prime� One still needs

to check that n is not a prime power� This check is often omitted� since in many cases

it is considered highly unlikely that n is a prime power if it isn�t prime� it may even be

considered highly likely that n is squarefree� i� e�� not divisible by the square of a prime

number� For example� suppose that n is the unfactored portion of some randomly drawn

integer� and one is certain that it has no prime factors below a certain bound B� Then

the probability for n not to be squarefree is O����B logB��� in a sense that can be made

precise� and the probability that n is a proper power of a prime number is even smaller�

A similar statement may be true if n is the unfactored portion of a Cunningham number�

since� to our knowledge� no such number has been found to be divisible by the square

of a prime factor that was di�cult to �nd� Whether other classes of test numbers that

one may propose behave similarly remains to be seen� if the number n to be factored is

provided by a �friend�� or by a colleague who does not yet have su�cient understanding





of the arithmetical properties of the numbers that his computations produce� one can not

assume that it is likely that n is squarefree or not a prime power�

At the moment� there are no squarefreeness tests that are essentially faster than

factoring� This is often contrasted with the case of polynomials in one variable over a

�eld K� in which case it su�ces to take the gcd with the derivative� This illustrates that

for many algorithmic questions the well�known analogy between Z and K�X� appears to

break down� Note also that for many �elds K� including �nite �elds and algebraic number

�elds� there exist excellent practical factoring algorithms for K�X� �see ������ which have

no known analogue in Z�

There do exist factoring methods that become a little faster if one only wishes to

test squarefreeness� for example� if n is not a square which can easily be tested then

to determine whether or not n is squarefree it su�ces to do a trial division up to n���

instead of n���� There is also a factoring method that has great di�culties with numbers

n that are not squarefree� Suppose� for example� that p is a large prime for which p � �
and p � � both have a large prime factor� and that n has exactly two factors of p� The

factoring method described in �
��� which depends on the use of �random class groups��

and which is also known as the Shanks�Pollard�Atkin�Rickert algorithm� does not have a

reasonable chance of �nding any non�trivial factor of n� at least not within the time that

is conjectured in �
��� see �����

Fortunately� the situation is much better if one only wants to know that n is not

a proper prime power� One way to proceed is by testing that n is not a proper power�

Namely� if n � ml� where m� l are integers and l � �� then m � 
� � � l � ��log n�� log 
��
and one may assume that l is prime� Hence the number of values to be considered for

l is quite small� and this number can be further reduced given a better lower bound for

m� such as a number B as above� For each value of l� calculate an integer m� for which

jm� � n��lj � �� using Newton�s method� Next one tests whether n � m�l� this is the case

if and only if n is an lth power� One can often save time by doing the calculation of m�

only if n satis�es the condition

nl�� � � mod l� �mod � if l � ���

n�q����l � � mod q

�



for several small primes q with q � � mod l� which is a necessary condition for a number
n that is free of small prime factors to be an lth power� if l is prime�

There is a second� less well�known way to proceed� which only tests that n is not a

prime power� It assumes that one has already proved that n is composite� Often� one has

employed Fermat�s theorem for this purpose� which states that an � a mod n for every

integer a� if n is prime� Hence� if an integer a has been found for which an �� a mod n�

then one is sure that n is not a prime number� To be sure that n is not a prime power�

it is enough to show that the element �an � a mod n� � Z�nZ� which one has already

calculated� and which is not zero� is actually a unit� for this it su�ces to calculate a single

gcd� namely that of an � a �taken modulo n� with n� If the gcd is �� then n is not a prime

power� and if the gcd is not � then it is a non�trivial factor of n� which is usually more

valuable than the information that n is or is not a prime power� The correctness of this

test follows immediately from the fact that ap
k � a mod p for any integer a� any integer

k � �� and any prime number p� this is proved by induction on k with Fermat�s theorem�
Nowadays one often uses a variant of Fermat�s theorem� which depends on the splitting

an � a � a � �au � �� �
t��Y

i��

�au��
i

� ���

where n � � � u � �t� with u odd and t � ord��n � ��� Hence� if n is prime� then for
any integer a one of the t � � factors on the right is divisible by n� This variant has

the advantage that the converse is true� in a strong sense	 if n is not prime� then most

integers a have the property that none of the factors on the right is � mod n �see �
�� for

a precise statement and proof�� such integers a are called witnesses to the compositeness

of n� Currently� if one is sure that the number n to be factored is composite� it is usually

because one found such a witness� A witness a can� just as above� be used to check that n

is in fact not a prime power	 calculate an � a �mod n�� which is most easily done by �rst

squaring the number au��
t��

�mod n� that was last calculated� if it is non�zero� one veri�es

as before that gcd�an � a� n� � �� and if it is zero then one of the t�� factors on the right

has a non�trivial factor in common with n� which can readily be found� �It may be noted

that in the latter case n is not a prime power� since the odd parts of the t� � factors are

pairwise relatively prime��

�



As we mentioned in the introduction� the number F�������

 was proved to be com�

posite by Brillhart in ���� We do not know whether he or anybody else proved that it

is not a prime power until this fact became plain from its prime factorization� We didn�t�

not because we thought it wasn�t worth our time� but simply because we didn�t think of it�

If it had been a prime power� our method would have gotten nowhere� and we would have

felt greatly embarrassed towards the many people who helped us in this project� One may

believe that the risk that we were unconsciously taking was extremely small� but until the

number was factored this was indeed nothing more than a belief� In any case� it would be

wise to include� in the witness test described above� the few extra lines that prove that a

number is not a prime power� and to explicitly publish this information about a number

rather than just saying that it is composite�

For the rest of this section we assume that n� besides being odd and � �� is not a

prime power� We wish to factor n into primes� As we have seen� each x � Z�nZ with

x� � �� x �� �� gives rise to a non�trivial factor of n� In fact� it is not di�cult to see that
the full factorization of n into powers of distinct prime numbers can be obtained from a

set of generators of the F��vector space fx � Z�nZ 	 x� � �g� �If we make this vector
space into a Boolean ring with x 	 y � �� � x� y � xy��� as multiplication� then a set of

ring generators also su�ces�� The question is how to determine such a set of generators�

Several algorithms have been proposed to do this� most of them following some re�nement

of the following scheme�

Step �� Selecting the factor base� Select a collection of non�zero elements ai � Z�nZ�

with i ranging over some �nite index set I� How this selection takes place depends on

the particular algorithm� it is usually not done randomly� but in such a way that Step �

below can be performed in an e�cient manner� The collection �ai�i�I is called the factor

base� We shall assume that all ai are units of Z�nZ� In practice� this is likely to be

true� since if n is di�cult to factor one doesn�t expect one of its prime factors to show

up in one of the ai�s� one can verify the assumption� or �nd a non�trivial factor of n� by

means of a few gcd calculations� Denote by ZI the free abelian group on generators ei�

i � I� and let f 	ZI 
 �Z�nZ�� be the group homomorphism �from an additively to a

multiplicatively written group� that sends ei to ai� for i � I� This map is surjective if and

��



only if the elements ai generate �Z�nZ��� For the choices of ai that are made in practice

that is usually the case� although we are currently unable to prove this� �In general� hardly

anything has been rigorously proved about practical factoring algorithms��

Step �� Collecting relations� Each element v � �vi�i�I of the kernel ker f of f is a

relation between the ai� in the sense that

Y

i�I
avii � ��

In the second step� one looks for such relations by a method that depends on the algorithm�

One stops as soon as the collection V of relations that have been found has slightly more

than !I elements� One hopes that V generates ker f � although this is again typically

beyond proof� Note that ker f is of �nite index in ZI � so that by a well�known theorem

from algebra it is freely generated by !I elements� therefore the hope is not entirely

unreasonable�

Step 
� Finding dependencies� For each v � V � let "v � �Z��Z�I � FI
� be the vector

that is obtained from v by reducing its coordinates modulo �� Since !V � !I� the vectors

"v are linearly dependent over F�� In Step 
� one �nds explicit dependence relations�

Although the matrices that one encounters in practice are huge and sparse� for which

special methods exist ����� one usually employs ordinary Gaussian elimination� The size of

the matrices may make it desirable to modify Gaussian elimination somewhat� see section

�� Each dependence relation that is found can be written in the form
P

v�W "v � � for some

subsetW � V � and each such subset gives rise to a vector w � �
P

v�W v��� � ZI for which

� �w � ker f � Each such w� in turn� gives rise to an element x � f�w� � �Z�nZ�� satisfying
x� � f���w� � �� and therefore possibly to a decomposition of n into two non�trivial
factors� If the factorization is trivial �because x � ���� or more generally if the factors
that are found fail to pass a prime power test as described earlier in this section� then

one repeats the same procedure starting from a di�erent dependence relation between the

vectors "v� Note that it is useless to use a dependence relation that is a linear combination

of dependence relations that have been used earlier� Also� if several factorizations of n into

two factors are obtained� they should be combined into one factorization of n into several

factors by a few gcd calculations� One stops when all factors are prime powers� if indeed

��



f is surjective and V generates ker f � this is guaranteed to happen before all relations

between the "v are exhausted�

Example� A typical way to select the factor base is to choose

I � fp 	 p is prime� p � Bg�
ap � �p mod n� �p � I��

where B is a suitably chosen bound� Collecting relations between the ap can be done as

follows� Using a sieve� one searches for positive integers b with the property that both b and

n� b are �B�smooth�� i� e�� have all their prime factors � B� Replacing� in the congruence

b � n � b mod n� both sides by their prime factorizations� we see that each such b gives

rise to a multiplicative relation between the ap� The main merit of the resulting factoring

algorithm which is� essentially� the number �eld sieve� with the number �eld chosen to

be the �eld Q of rational numbers is that it illustrates the above scheme concisely� It is

not recommended for practical use� not because it is ine�cient in itself� but because other

methods are much faster�

The choice of the �smoothness bound� B is very important	 if B� and hence !I� is

chosen too large� one needs to generate many relations� and one may end up with a matrix

that is larger than one can handle in Step 
� On the other hand� if B is chosen too small�

then not enough integers b will be found for which both b and n � b are B�smooth� The

same remarks apply to the other algorithms that satisfy our schematic description�

In practice� the optimal value for B is determined empirically� In theory� one makes

use of results that have been proved about the function � de�ned by

��x� y� � !fm � Z 	 � � m � x� m is y�smoothg�

so ��x� y���x� is equal to the probability that a random positive integer � x has all its

prime factors � y� Brief summaries of these results� which are adequate for the purposes

of factoring� can be found in �
�� section �� ��� section ��A and �
������

It will be found� not surprisingly� that both from a practical and a theoretical point

of view the optimal choice of the smoothness bound and the performance of the factor�

ing algorithm mainly depend on the size of the numbers that one wishes to be smooth�

��



The smaller these numbers are� the more likely they are to be smooth� the smaller the

smoothness bound can be taken� and the faster the algorithm is�

In the above algorithm� one wishes the numbers b�n � b� to be smooth� and since b

is small these numbers may be expected to be n��o��� �for n 
 ��� The theory of the
��function then suggests that the optimal choice for B is

B � exp
�
��
�

p
� � o�����log n�����log log n����

�
�n
���

and that the running time of the entire algorithm is

exp
�
�
p
� � o�����log n�����log log n����

�
�n
���

�This assumes that the dependencies in Step 
 are found by a method that is faster than

Gaussian elimination��

A big improvement is brought about by the quadratic sieve algorithm �
�� 
��� which

belongs to the same family� In this algorithm the numbers that one wishes to be smooth

are only n����o���� This leads to the conjectured running time

exp
�
�� � o�����log n�����log log n����

�
�n
���

the smoothness bound being approximately the square root of this� Although the quadratic

sieve never had the honor of factoring a Fermat number� it is still considered to be the

best practical algorithm for factoring numbers without small prime factors�

In the number �eld sieve ����� the numbers that one wishes to be smooth are no���� or

more precisely

exp
�
O��log n�����log logn�����

�
�

and both the smoothness bound and the running time are conjecturally of the form

exp
�
O��log n�����log logn�����

�
�

This leads one to expect that the number �eld sieve is asymptotically the fastest factoring

algorithm that is known� It remains to be tested whether for numbers in realistic ranges

the number �eld sieve beats the quadratic sieve� if one does not restrict to special classes

of numbers like Fermat numbers and Cunningham numbers�

�




�� The ninth Fermat number�

Let n be the number F�������

� which has ��� decimal digits	

n � ���� 

�� �
���� ������ ����� ������ ����
 ����� �����

������ ������ ������ ��

� �
���� ���
 �
���� ������ ����

���
�� 
����� ���
�� ������ ����
� ���
�
 �������

In this section we discuss how the prime factorization of n was found�

There exist factoring methods not satisfying the description given in section � that

are especially good at �nding small prime factors of a number� and most of these had

been applied to n� Richard Brent tried Pollard�s p � � method and a modi�ed version of
Pollard�s rho method �see ������ both without success� He estimates that if there had been

a prime factor � ����� it would probably have been found by the rho method� The p � �
method would have been successful if at least one of the four numbers p	� � �� p�� � �
had been built from small prime factors� The failure of this method is explained by the

factorizations

p	� � � � ��� � �� � � � �� ����� � ���
 ������ ���
�� � �
 ������ 
���� ������
p	� � � � � � 
 � �� ������ ���� � 
� ���

� ����
� ������ ����� �

����
p�� � � � ��� � ���� � ����
 � �� ���
 � � 

��
 ���� �

�� ����
 
���� ������ ����� ��
�
� ������ ���
�� �
���

���� �

��� ����
�

p�� � � � � � 
� � �
 � ������ 
���� ���� ������ 
�
��� ������ ���
�� ���
�
��
�
 ����� ����� ����� 
����� ������ �
��� ������

These factorizations were found by Richard Crandall with the p�� method and the elliptic
curve method� which is another factoring algorithm that is good at �nding small prime

factors ���� 
� ��� He used a special second phase that he developed in collaboration with

Joe Buhler� that is similar to the second phase given in �
��

Both Richard Brent and we attempted to factor n using the elliptic curve method�

supplemented with a second phase� Brent tried ���� elliptic curves� his �rst�phase bound

��



�i� e�� the bound B� from ���� ranging from ������ to ������� This took ��� hours on

a Fujitsu VP ���� We tried approximately ���� elliptic curves� with �rst�phase bounds

ranging from 
����� to �������� during a one�week run on a network of approximately

� Fire�y workstations at Digital Equipment Corporation Systems Research Center �DEC

SRC�� The elliptic curve method did not succeed in �nding a factor� Our experience

indicates that if there had been a prime factor � ����� it would almost certainly have

been found� If there had been a factor � ��	� we should probably have continued with

the elliptic curve method� our decision to stop was justi�ed by the �nal factorization�

which the elliptic curve method did not have a reasonable chance of �nding without major

technological or algorithmic improvements�

We do not know what is the best lower bound for the prime factors of n that had

been rigorously established before n was factored completely� In ���� one �nds the lower

bound ��� � ����
If we had been certain which we weren�t that n has no prime factor � ����� then

we would have known that n is a product of either two� three or four prime factors� Among

all composite numbers of ��� digits that have no prime factor � ����� about ����# are

products of three primes� about ���# are products of four primes� and the others are

products of two primes� We expected rightly� as it turned out to �nd two prime factors�

but we would have been more excited with three large ones�

The number n was factored by means of the number �eld sieve� For a description

of this method� as it applies to Cunningham numbers� see ����� In the present paper we

describe the method only as it applied to n�

The number �eld that we used is the �eld Q� �
p
��� The elements of this �eld can be

written uniquely as
P	

i�� ri
�
p
�i� with ri � Q� To perform arithmetic operations on these

expressions one uses the rule �
p
� � �� The elements for which all ri belong to Z form

the subring Z� �
p
�� of Q� �

p
��� By means of standard techniques from algebraic number

theory one proves� �rst� that Z� �
p
�� is a principal ideal domain� and� secondly� that the

unit group Z� �
p
��� is isomorphic to �Z��Z�  Z  Z� with �� � ��� �� � �� � �

p
� and

�� � �� � �
p
�� � �

p
�� � �

p
�	 as a set of generators�

The normNa of a non�zero ideal a of Z� �
p
�� is de�ned byNa � !�Z� �

p
���a�� which is a

��



positive integer� A �rst degree prime ideal of Z� �
p
�� is a non�zero ideal p of Z� �

p
�� for which

Np is a prime number p� then Z� �
p
���p �� Fp� which is a �eld� so that p is indeed a prime

ideal �and ��rst degree� indicates that the extension degree of Z� �
p
���p over its prime �eld

equals ��� The set of �rst degree prime ideals p is in bijective correspondence with the set

of pairs �p� c mod p�� where p is a prime number and c � Z is such that c � � mod p� if
p corresponds to �p� c mod p�� then Np � p� the map Z� �

p
�� 
 Z� �

p
���p �� Fp maps

�
p
�

to �c mod p�� and p is generated� as an ideal� by p and c� �
p
�� Since Z� �

p
�� is a principal

ideal domain� each p can also be generated by a single element� which is only unique up

to multiplication by units� let one such element be called �p� The description of the map

Z� �
p
��
 Z� �

p
���p just given provides us with an easy test for divisibility by �p	 an element

P
i ri

�
p
�i of Z� �

p
��� with ri � Z� is divisible by �p if and only if

P
i ric

i � � mod p� with
p� c as above�

We next discuss the property that makes Z� �
p
�� useful in factoring n� By de�nition of

n� we have ��� � �� mod n� so ����� � ���� � � � ������ � � mod n� In other words�
��� is a �fth root of � �modulo n�� so there is a ring homomorphism �	Z� �

p
�� 
 Z�nZ

sending �
p
� to ���� mod n�� and of course

P
i ri

�
p
�i to

�P
i ri�

��i mod n
�
� An important

role will be played by the element 	 � � �
p
�� � Z� �

p
��� which has the property that

��	� � ����� mod n�� what is important about this is that ���� is very small with respect

to n it is not much bigger than �
p
n�

We are now in a position to describe the selection of the factor base� Let the set I

consist of	 �i� the �rst ���� prime numbers p� these are all primes � B� � ����
� �ii�

the three generating units ��� �� and ��� �iii� the elements �p for all ����� �rst degree

prime ideals p of Z� �
p
�� with Np � B� � �����
� For each i � I� let ai � ��i� � Z�nZ�

These form the factor base�

The elements �p were found by computing the norms of the ���������� expressions
P	

i�� hi	
i � Z�	� for which the hi have no common factor� hi � � if hi�� through h	 are

�� and
P	

i�� h
�
i �

�i� � ������ In this way we determined ���� of the ����� generators�
�This suggests that the Picard group invertible ideals modulo principal ideals of the

order Z�	� is of order �� which can indeed be veri�ed directly�� For the other ��� prime

ideals p the same search produced generators for the ideals 	p of norm � �Np� so that

��



the proper generators could be determined by dividing out 	� It would have been better

to search among the expressions
P	

i�� hi
�
p
�i� but we found it less troublesome to use a

program written for a previous occasion than to change it� the whole calculation took only

a few hours on a single workstation�

Relations are found in several ways� In the �rst place� there are relations that are

already valid in Z� �
p
��� before applying �� Apart from the relation ��� � �� these come from

prime numbers that� as an ideal� split into �ve �not necessarily distinct� �rst degree prime

ideals� For example� the prime ideal decomposition of the prime number � is ��� � p�

where p corresponds to the pair ��� � mod ��� we can choose �p �
�
p
�� giving rise to

the relation � � �
p
�� A less trivial example is given by the prime number �� Its prime

ideal factorization is ��� � p� with p corresponding to ��� � mod ��� we can choose �p �

� � �
p
��� and the relation we obtain now has a unit factor	 � � ����

��
� � �� � �

p
���� Apart

from � and �� there are the primes p with the property that �� mod p� has �ve distinct

�fth roots in Fp� Each such prime is � mod �� and one out of every �ve primes that is

� mod � has this property� Below minfB�� B�g � �����
 there are ���� such primes� the
�rst being ��� and the last ������� This gives ���# of the � ������ relations that are
needed�

The remaining � ������ relations between the ai are found by searching for pairs of
integers a� b� with b � �� satisfying the following conditions	

�i� gcd�a� b� � ��

�ii� ja � ����bj is built up from primes � B� and at most one larger prime p�� which

should satisfy B� � p� � ����

�iii� a � b	 is built up from prime ideals of norm � B� and at most one additional

prime ideal� of which the norm p� should satisfy B� � p� � ��
��

If the large prime p� in �ii� does not occur� then we write p� � �� and likewise for p� in

�iii�� Pairs a� b for which p� � p� � � will be called full relations� and the other pairs

partial relations�

Before we describe how the search for such pairs is performed� let us see how they

give rise to relations between the ai�

It is a charming exercise in algebraic number theory to prove that the prime ideal

�



factorization of an element of the form a� b	� with a� b � Z� gcd�a� b� � �� and 	 � � �
p
��

as above� has the following properties	 �rst� all prime ideals occurring in it are of the �rst

degree� secondly� at most one prime ideal of a given norm p occurs in it� and �nally� the

product of the norms of the prime ideals occurring in it� with the proper multiplicities�

equals ja��bj� Hence� if �i� holds� then �iii� is equivalent to the condition that ja��bj
be B��smooth� except possibly for a single prime divisor p� � B�� and if �i� and �iii� hold�

then the prime ideal factorization of a� b	 is easy to write down�

Let us �rst consider the case that a� b is a full relation� Then� in the prime ideal

factorization of a� b	� we can replace each p by �p� This yields a product representation

for a� b	� except that the unit contribution has to be �gured out� This is done by means

of a technique described in ���� section ��� and it leads to an identity of the form

a � b	 �
�Y

i��

�
v�i�
i �

Y

p

�u�p�p �

with p ranging over the �rst degree prime ideals of norm � B�� and with v�i� � Z�

u�p� � Z��� Factoring a� ����b� we obtain an identity of the form

a� ����b �
Y

p

pw�p��

with p ranging over the prime numbers � B� and w�p� � Z�� �if a� ����b � �� replace a�

b by �a� �b�� Also� from ��	� � ����� mod n� we see that a� b	 and a � ����b have the

same image under �� Hence� if �i�� �ii�� �iii� are all satis�ed� then we have

�Y

i��

���i�
v�i� �

Y

p

���p�
u�p� �

Y

p

��p�w�p��

Thus we see that each full relation a� b gives rise to a relation between the ai�

With partial relations the situation is a bit more complicated� They only give rise

to relations between the ai if they are combined into cycles� as described in ����� In each

cycle� one takes an alternating product of relations ��a�b	� � ��a�����b�� in such a way

that the large prime ideals and prime numbers cancel� This leads� by a procedure that is

completely similar to the above one� to a relation between the ai� It is not necessary to

know generators �p for the large prime ideals� since these are divided out�

��



If� in �iii�� we have p� � �� then the additional prime ideal corresponds to the pair

�p�� c mod p��� where c � a����b��� this is uniquely determined by p� unless p� � � mod ��
The search for pairs a� b as above was performed by means of the sieving technique

described in ����� We used ��� million values of b� all satisfying � � b � ��� � ���� For each
b� we sieved ja� ����bj with the primes � B�� and ja � �bj with the primes � B�� each

over ��� consecutive a�values centered roughly at ��� � b�
The best values for a are those that are close to ��� �b� If we take for instance b � ����

then for such a�s we are asking for simultaneous smoothness of two numbers close to ����

and � � ����� for b � ��� this becomes ���� and � � ���� The quadratic sieve algorithm
when applied to n would depend on the smoothness of numbers close to

p
n times the sieve

length� which amounts to at least ����� This is the main reason why the number �eld sieve

performs better for this value of n than the quadratic sieve� The comparison is still very

favorable when a is further removed from the center of its interval� although the numbers

become larger� The tails of the interval are less important� so the fact that centering it at

� would have been better did not bother us�

Smaller b�values are more likely to produce good pairs a� b than larger ones� The best

approach is therefore to process the b�values consecutively starting at �� until the total

number of full relations plus the number of independent cycles among the partial relations

that have been found equals � ������� One can only hope that this happens before b
assumes prohibitively large values� Of course� B� and B� must have been selected in such

a way that one is reasonably con�dent that this approach will succeed� This is discussed

below�

We started sieving in mid�February ���� on approximately 
� workstations at Bellcore�

On the workstations we were using �DEC
����s and SPARC�s� each b took approximately

eight minutes to process� We had to split up the a�intervals of length ��� into ��� intervals

of length � � ��� in order to avoid undue interference with other programs� After a month
of mostly night�time use of these workstations� the �rst range of �� b�s was covered�

Mid�March� the network of Fire�y workstations at DEC SRC was also put to work� This

approximately tripled our computing power� With these forces we could have �nished the

sieving task within another seven months� At the time� we did not know this� since we did

��



not know how far we had to go with b�

Near the end of March it was rumored that we had a competitor� After attempts to

join forces had failed� we decided to accelerate a little by following the strategy described

in ��
�� We posted messages on various electronic bulletin boards� such as sci�crypt and

sci�math� soliciting help� A sieving program� plus auxiliary driver programs to run it� were

made available at a central machine at DEC SRC in Palo Alto to anyone who expressed an

interest in helping us� After contacting one of us personally� either by electronic mail or by

telephone� a possible contributor was also provided with a unique range of consecutive b�

values� The size of the range assigned to a particular contributor depended on the amount

of free computing time the contributor expected to be able to donate� Each range was

sized to last for about one week� after which a new range was assigned� This allowed us

to distribute the available b�s reasonably evenly over the contributors� so that the b�s were

processed more or less consecutively�

It is di�cult to estimate precisely how many workstations were enlisted in this way�

Given that we had processed ��� million b�s by May �� and assuming that we mostly

got night�time cycles� we must have used the equivalent of approximately �� DEC
���

workstations� We thus achieved a sustained performance of more than 
��� mips for a

period of �ve weeks� at no cost� �Mips is a unit of speed of computing� � mips being one

million instructions per second�� The total computational e�ort amounted to about 
��

mips�years �� mips�year is about 
��� � ���� instructions�� We refer to section � for the
names of many of the people and institutions who responded to our request and donated

computing time�

Each copy of the sieving program communicated the pairs a� b that it found by elec�

tronic mail to DEC SRC� along with the corresponding pair p�� p� and� in the case p� � ��

p� � � mod �� the residue class �a�b mod p��� In order not to overload the mail system at
DEC SRC� the pairs were sent at regular intervals� At DEC SRC� these data were stored

on disk� Notice that the corresponding two factorizations were not sent� due to storage

limitations� These were later recomputed at DEC SRC� but only for the relations which

turned out to be useful in producing cycles� The residue class �a�b mod p�� could also have

been recomputed� but since it simpli�ed the cycle counting we found it more convenient

��



to send it along� Notice that �a�b mod p�� distinguishes between the �ve prime ideals of

norm p��

When we ran the quadratic sieve factoring algorithm in a similar manner ��
�� we

could be wasteful with inputs	 we made sure that di�erent inputs were distributed to our

contributors� but not that they were actually processed� We could a�ord this approach

because we had millions of inputs� each of which was in principle capable of producing

thousands of relations� For the number �eld sieve the situation is di�erent	 each b produces

only a small number of relations� if any� and the average yield decreases as b increases� In

order not to lose our rather scarce and valuable �good� inputs �i� e�� the small b�values�� we

wanted to be able to monitor what happened to them after they were given out� For this

reason� each copy of the sieving program also reported through electronic mail which b�s

from its assigned range it had completed� This allowed us to check them o� from the list

of b�s we had distributed� Values that were not checked o� within approximately ten days

were redistributed� Occasionally this led to duplications� but these could easily be sorted

out�

By May  we had used approximately ��� million b�s less than ��� million� and we

had collected ����� full relations and ������
 partial relations� The latter gave rise to a

total of ������ cycles� Since ����� � ������ is well over ������� this was already more

than we needed� Nevertheless� to facilitate �nding the dependencies� we went on for two

more days� By May �� after approximately ��� million b�s� we had ���� full relations

and ����� cycles among 
���
� partial relations� Only about one �fth of these 
���
�

relations turned out to be useful� i� e�� actually appeared in one of the ����� cycles� It

took a few hours on a single workstation to �nd the cycles in terms of the a� b� p�� and

p� involved� using an algorithm explained in ����� The number of cycles of each length is

given in the table below�

This is what we hoped andmore or less expected to happen� but there was no guarantee

that our approach would work� For any choice ofB� andB� �and size of a�interval� we could

quite accurately predict how many full and partial relations we would �nd by processing

all b�s up to a certain realistic limit� This made it immediately clear that values B� and

B� for which full relations alone would su�ce would be prohibitively large�
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Thus we were faced with the problem of choosing B� and B� in such a way that the full

relations plus the cycles among the partials would be likely to provide us with su�ciently

many relations between the ai� It is� however� hard to predict how many partials are

needed to produce a given number of cycles� For instance� the average number of cycles of

length � resulting from a given number of partials can be estimated quite accurately� but

the variance is so large that for each particular collection of partials this estimate may turn

out to be far too optimistic or pessimistic� An estimate that is too low is harmless� but an

estimate that is too high can be fatal	 once b is su�ciently large� hardly any new fulls or

partials will be found� and the only alternative is to start all over again with larger B� and

B�� As a consequence� we selected the values for B� and B� carefully and conservatively�

we made sure that we did not skip many b�values� and we milked each b for all it was worth

by using an excessively long a�interval�

We decided to set the size of the factor base approximately equal to � � �� only after
experiments had ruled out ��� � ��� ��� � ��� and ��� � �� as probably too small� and
��� � �� as too risky� For � � �� we predicted � ����� full and at least 
 million partial
relations after the �rst ��� million b�s� This prediction was based on the �rst �gure below�

where the results of some preliminary runs of the sieving program are presented� For i

ranging from � to �� the total number of relations �fulls plus partials� found for the 
��

consecutive b�s starting at i � �� is given as a function of i� The upper curve gives the
yield for an a�interval of length ���� the lower curve for length � � ����
Our experience with other number �eld sieve factorizations made us hope that 
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million partials would produce ������ cycles� which indeed turned out to be the case� But

even if 
 million partials had not been enough� we knew that the b�s between ��� and �

million would lead to at least another million partials� and a good chance to �nd enough

cycles� In the second �gure we give the number of cycles� the number of full relations� and

their sum� that were obtained after we had found a given number of partial relations� This

does not include the initial ���� relations�

Now that we have seen how everything worked out in this particular case� we know

that with the same B� and B� and a much smaller a�interval we could have spent a lot less

time to produce 
 million partials after using more b�s� For example� halving the length of

the a�interval would reduce the average yield per b�value by only ��#� It would probably

have been optimal to use about ��� � ��� values of a per b� with b ranging up to about ���
million� this would have taken about ��# of the time that we actually spent� Still� we

cannot be certain that this would have given rise to the same number of cycles�

We might have pro�ted a little from the known factor �����

 of F� by putting it in

the factor base� along with the prime ideal corresponding to ������

� ��� mod �����

��

since the prime appears on the right if and only if the prime ideal appears on the left� We

only realized that we could have done this after the third author had found seven �awfully

suspicious� pairs a� b� namely pairs with p� � p� � �����

� while generating the cycles�

To conclude the second step� the full relations and the cycles had to be transformed

into relations between the ai� To this end we recomputed the � � ����� factorizations
corresponding to the ����� �not all distinct� pairs a� b involved� and determined the unit

contributions� This work was divided over �fteen workstations at DEC SRC� and it took

about sixteen hours�

This �nishes the description of the �rst two steps of the number �eld sieve as applied

to n� The �nal step is described in the next section�

��



�� Finding dependencies�

As a result of the computations described in the previous section� we had ���� � ���� �

����� � ������ relations between 
����������� � �����
 di�erent ai�s� �We did not

include the two relations based on the decompositions of � and � that were given in section


�� To �nish the factorization of n� we had to determine a few dependencies between the

������ rows of the �����
 column matrix over F� that is obtained by taking the relations

�i� e�� the exponents of the ai� modulo �� A dense representation of this matrix would

require more than � Gigabytes �� � � ��� bytes� of storage� where one byte represents �
bits� Fortunately� the matrix is sparse� because relatively few primes and prime ideals

appear in the factorizations leading to the relations� this situation is slightly worsened by

the fact that many relations were obtained by combining partial relations� In any case�

there were only �������� non�zero entries in the matrix� for an average of of ��� non�zero

entries per row� Thus� the entire matrix could easily be stored�

Finding dependencies was still a challenging task� The sieving step had posed no

problems that had not already been solved for other numbers� except that an unusually

large amount of computing time had to be arranged� The matrix step� however� presented

a di�culty that had not been encountered in previous factorizations� Actually� the only

reason that we had not embarked upon the factorization of F� earlier is that we did not

know how to handle the matrix�

The largest matrices that we had ever dealt with in previous factorizations contained

approximately ����� columns� and a few more rows� Dependencies modulo � among the

rows were found in an entirely straightforward fashion using ordinary Gaussian elimination�

with pivot�search from the sparse side� In this way some pro�t could be gained from the

sparseness� but not much	 usually� the storage that one ultimately needs is about two

thirds of what it would have been in the dense case� This �ts in only ��� Gigabytes for

an ����� matrix� so that the elimination task for such a matrix is more or less trivial for

someone with access to a large supercomputer� At DEC SRC� where the computations were

carried out� the only machine with enough disk space that could entirely be devoted to the

elimination task was a four processor Fire�y workstation� On this workstation� elimination

of a sparse ����� matrix takes approximately six weeks� Here we should note that for two

��



of the three ����� matrices we processed in this way� the resulting dependencies turned out

to be faulty� In both instances a re�run �with another six week wait�� was successful� We

suspect that in both �rst runs an irreproducible cache read or write error had occurred�

Clearly� a single bit error can render the entire computation worthless�

Extrapolation of these �gures to a ������ matrix did not look promising� Even if our

workstation had enough disk space� � � ������ � �� weeks is unacceptably long� and the
probability of a bit error occurring would be unacceptably large� On a supercomputer the

�gures still looked unattractive� Therefore we investigated whether there is a better way

to pro�t from the sparseness of the matrix�

Among the several existing techniques for dealing with sparse matrices� we decided

to attempt structured Gaussian elimination ���� 
��� In structured Gaussian elimination

the columns of the matrix are partitioned into heavy and sparse columns� Initially all

columns are considered sparse� Roughly speaking� one does eliminations with pivots in

sparse columns that only cause �ll�in in the heavy columns of the matrix� thereby removing

the pivot rows and columns from the matrix� When this is impossible� one either moves

some of the columns from the sparse to the heavy part� or one removes some excess rows�

if there are any� Next one tries again� This is repeated until no sparse columns are left�

For reasons that are not yet understood it seems to be bene�cial to have many excess rows

initially�

During this process one does not keep track of what happens in the heavy columns�

but one only remembers which eliminations have been carried out� This information can

then be used to build the smaller but much denser matrix corresponding to the heavy

columns� and to convert dependencies among its rows into dependencies among the rows

of the original matrix� Dependencies in the smaller matrix can for instance be found using

ordinary Gaussian elimination�

It took us a few hours on a single workstation to reduce our ������ row and �����


column matrix to a ���
 row and ���
 column matrix� We kept ��� excess rows� to have

a reasonable guarantee that one of the dependencies would be useful� It took slightly more

than one day to actually build the small matrix� and to verify that all entries in the sparse

and eliminated part were indeed zero� The small matrix turned out to be entirely dense� In

��



the small matrix we included at regular intervals rows that consisted of the sum �modulo

�� of all previous rows� thus creating several spurious but predictable dependencies�

We immediately set out to reduce this �small� matrix� using ordinary Gaussian elimi�

nation and our familiar set�up at DEC SRC� This time� however� we had some protection

against bit errors	 if one of the spurious dependencies failed to show up� something must

have gone wrong recently� Then we could back up a few hundred rows� and restart the

elimination from a point where we were con�dent that everything was still correct� We

estimate that the entire elimination on this single workstation would have taken less than

seven weeks�

While this process was making its slow progress� the third author� tired of keeping

it alive and not too con�dent of its outcome� contacted Roger Frye and Mike McKenna

at Thinking Machines� and explained the problem to them� After a short while they had

written a Gaussian elimination program for a Connection Machine� They estimated that

their program� when executed on a ���
��processor Connection Machine� could handle our

���� matrix within three hours� Jim Hudgens and George Marsaglia at the Supercom�

puter Computation Research Institute at Florida State University arranged the computer

time we needed� We sent� by Federal Express� a box with ten tapes containing the data

for the matrix to Florida� Jim Hudgens consolidated these ten tapes into one �exotape��

In the night of June �� he mounted the exotape� so that Roger Frye and Mike McKenna�

remotely logged in from Thinking Machines in Cambridge� MA� could read the data as

one large sequential �le� and execute the program� It solved the system in three hours�

but then a crash occurred� due to a mistake in the output routine� The second run� which

again took three hours� produced a few hundred dependencies among the rows of the dense

���� matrix�

In the early morning of June ��� ����� the dependencies were sent� electronically�

to DEC SRC� were they were converted into dependencies of the original sparse ������

matrix� At least� that is what we hoped that they would turn out to be� At �	�� PDT

we started our �nal program� the attempt to factor n by processing the dependencies

sequentially until the factorization was found� This led to the most exciting moment of

the entire factorization of F�	 at �	�� PDT the program concluded that the �rst alleged

�



dependency among the rows of the sparse ������ matrix was a true one� This moment of

great relief could not be spoilt by the sobering message� displayed at ��	�� PDT� that the

�rst dependency had just found a trivial factorization of n� An hour later� at ��	�� PDT

���	�� GMT�� the second dependency proved to be luckier by �nding a ���digit factor�

Both this factor and the ���digit cofactor were announced prime� which means that no

witnesses to their compositeness could be found among �ve randomly chosen integers �see

section ���

Five minutes later the backup Gaussian elimination process� still crunching along on

a single workstation� was terminated� �ve days short of its goal� Still on June ��� Andrew

Odlyzko used the �rst author�s Cray X�MP implementation of the Jacobi sum primality

test ��� to prove that both factors are indeed prime�
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